
Fortify Network - Profile and Protect

Cyber attacks can infiltrate a network and do damage behind endpoint protection. 
Consistent monitoring and reporting of all network activities can identify and stop attacks 
before they damage or remove data from hidden backdoors.

Fortify Network is a comprehensive Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution that 
monitors network activity and helps you meet HIPAA, PCI and NIST-800 regulations.

The solution manages information from network devices, collects network logs and stores the data 
for easy retrieval.

The Fortify Security Operations Center (SOC) monitors network activity and assists in compiling 
reports and supporting compliance needs.

“It helped us develop a 
better security business 
than we could have built 
ourselves.
Instead of having to 
assemble our own offering, 
everything we need is in the 
portal. That means 
partners  can go to market 
tomorrow instead of six  
months from now.”

Steve Tygat
Founder, Tyneso, Benelux

Benefits
Automatic Correlation and Detection

Advanced monitoring technology identifies and isolates potential threats 
allowing security experts to stop and remediate any damage.

Meets Compliance Standards

Fortify Network complies with HIPAA, PCI and NIST-800 regulatory standards. 
The SIEM generates daily reports for all three regulations and continuously logs 
all network activities.

Accurate Event Diagnosis

Reduces false positives and event diagnosis fatigue lowering support costs 
and reporting requirements.
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Automated Correlation
Security events across tools provides faster identification of issues  through more 
comprehensive understanding  of each threat  including increased  ability to 
discover advanced attacks

Reduce false positives
More accurate event diagnosis not only reduces event fatigue but lowers the costs 
of partners to manage incidents.

Monitoring and analysis
Monitor key log files to identify and correlate events that could be malicious, while 
providing additional security and adherence to regulatory guidelines. Please check 
with your account manager or sales representative for the list of sup ported devices.

Advanced reporting for compliance
Generate daily reports and threat analysis outlines for three regulatory stan dards: 
HIPAA, PCI and NIST-800.

Threat intelligence support
The Fortify SOC works together with you to identify threats on serv ers and firewalls 
and support compliance guidelines through a fully integrated range of response 
capabilities, keeping client environments and data safe and available 24x7.

Ultimate SIEM Technology
Fortify for Network Security provides a SIEM platform combining innovative 
automation technology with optimized dashboard visuals that accelerates incident 
response and remediation. Coupled with our global SOC to deliver the best solution 
for SMBs that need to meet compliance requirements, audit reporting and visibility 
into customer environments is a breeze.

Key featuresHow we do it better

The Ecosystem
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Delivering smarter, faster insights 

Automated event correlation

Unified dashboards for all 
security tools

Log monitoring and management

Reporting for compliance 
requirements

SOC expertise and assistance


